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Farm Science Show Proves Value To Horner’s Broad
Range Of Services And Products
contributed with the help of Matt Mueller, David Whited and Tom Seman from Ohio VFD
The Ohio State University Farm Science

The automated auger elevator controller was

Review Show welcomed over 130,000 farm-

a grain handling system, minimally composed

ers, industry professionals, FFA students and

of a “pit” motor (feed) and a “leg” motor. The

agricultural enthusiasts during the three-day

elevator takes the grain up to the top to be

event. Horner Industrial Group along with

distributed to the selected bin. The HEXT102

Horner Lighting and Automation, Toshiba,

controller by APG was used in this demo.

and Ohio VFD approached the show with

When the motor becomes overloaded the

“Automating the Farm of Today in Preparation

control will slow it down to prevent jamming of

for Tomorrow.” With the company’s broad

the auger. Both the elevator and leg motor are

range of specialities we are able to offer

being controlled by the Toshiba AS1 variable

the customer complete automation systems

frequency drives.

through Ohio VFD, our customer.

The water pond demo used a Toshiba S11

The biggest concern at the show and by most

IP65 rated drive. This drive is furnished with a

farmers is power savings and consumption.

pressure transducer which monitors the water

This was a perfect fit for our energy saving

pressure in the pipe. I the water line is opened

automation products. Ohio VFD helped us set

more than the pump can supply, the drive will

up four demo machines: an automated auger

operate at the highest speed trying to build the

elevator controller with two Toshiba drives and

pressure back up. Once lines begin to close,

a XL-4, a water pond demo, two blower units,

the drive will reach and hold the selected water

and at Harold’s Equipments booth a tempera-

pressure.

ture and humidity monitor.

......................................continued on page: 6

Horner Automation
Is Softening Up
by: Dave Bader

New CoolBLUE
Inductive
Abosorbers Testing
CoolBLUE inductive absorbers
is a new technology that helps
to resolve bearing fluting issues

For

over

20

years,

Horner

ready to launch. With our first

OCS, the user can choose to pub-

by reducing shaft currents. They

Automation has been known to

SaaS (Software as a Service)

lish the screens that they have

operate in a similar fashion

produce strong engineered hard-

feature (WebMI), we will intro-

developed on the OCS, or they can

as a common mode choke by

ware solutions. Customers, both

duce customers to a simple, cost

develop independent screens to be

absorbing the damaging high

current and potential see us as

effective way to develop state-of-

published. The OCS acts as the

frequency noise (common mode

a company that makes our OCS

the-art, scalable vector graphics

Web Server so no additional

currents) associated with VFD’s.

(Operator Control Station) all-in-

(SVG)-based HMI screens and

expensive computer hardware or

Horner Industrial is currently

one controllers, I/O solutions and

HTML5-based

software is required to make this

testing the CoolBLUE cores

communications products. In fact,

software. Customers will be able

remote monitoring and control pos-

to validate the manufacturer’s

as the originator of the all-in-one

to do this all on their own,

sible, and now all of this can be

claims. Horner’s Real World

design, the Horner name is syn-

without any heavy duty network-

done in the palm of your hand!

Testing involves using a Dyno

onymous with automation control-

ing or web programming experi-

To do that seamlessly, we have

to provide full load on a motor,

lers with a built-in operator inter-

ence. This is all done within

incorporated

using a Toshiba AS1 Drive

face and I/O. Because our team

the

rity algorithms like: 128 bit SSL

for the motor power supply.

at Horner has continued to build

Horner’s

proven

Comparisons will be made

upon our successes in the market

software,

(Cscape). Contributing

Hash Security Technology as well

between the Aegis ground-

place, we have steadily expanded

to the global trend known as

as the ability to work within our

ing ring, the Helwig ground-

the product offerings to our current

the Internet of Things (or lOT),

customers’ existing IT structure,

ing brush, and the CoolBLUE

family of OCS controllers which

The Horner WebMI instantly con-

ensuring continued uptime at all

cores. Results coming in the

include a full range of products

nects users to their automated

times.

next newsletter.

from

applications.

2-1/2” screens all the way

web

familiar

publishing

environment

of

programming

With

encryption,

high-level

Industry

secu-

Standard

WebMI,

our

Our controllers have helped to

the

abil-

make our customers’ operations

up to 22” screens, all with vary-

customers will have

ing I/O options. We are proud of

ity

and

run effectively for decades. Now by

the fact that Horner Automation

control their process easier and

adding our new software solution,

does industrial automation hard-

faster than ever before, via their

WebMI, we will continue to keep

ware well.

phone, computer, or tablet pro-

them running, even if they are

2015,

viding users with the necessary

not directly in front of the

Horner Automation will be ready

insights to grow and improve

controller or process.

to unveil software that provides

their business.

a

to

WebMI provides a remote gateway

control

directly to many of the Horner OCS

Beginning in

October

revolutionary

remotely

monitor

new
and

way

to

remotely

monitor

machines. The Horner OCS-Web

XL products. Simply by providing

family of software solutions is

a network connection from the
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Aqua Utility
Center - Fort
Wayne by: Mike Croft

Cold Mill Flatteners
by: Mark Reed
The pictured WWTP, (Waste

3 walls. In this particular cir-

eter cable supported. Peter

Water Treatment Plant), works

cumstance, one of the 2 SBR’s

joined Horner personnel at the

A new opportunity was pre-

with SBR (Sequencing Batch

steel ropes failed at the wall

job site for correct information

sented to Horner machining

Reactor) tank technology. It

eye bolt connection, thus los-

to make the new cable. After

services from a Crawfordsville

had suffered the loss of one

ing its ability to properly sup-

delivery of the cable Horner

Steel Plant. We are currently

of the 3 wall support cables in

port the middle section of the

field service people from the

dismantling, inspecting and

the left tank. The SBR tanks

left tank. The customer speci-

Fort Wayne branch removed

quoting one of their cold mill

at the Midwest Plant in Fort

fied a desire to replace the

and installed the new cable

flatteners. This equipment

Wayne are of the design that

steel ropes with stainless steel

with limited obstacles. In the

flattens steel strips as they

both tanks share a common

if possible. Horner Industrial

end

customer

pass through a series of roll-

concrete middle wall. The spe-

called on Peter Hansen of the

was satisfied and extremely

ers mounted in a frame. We

cific design of these tanks were

Tway company in Indianapolis

relieved that the cable was

can improve upon the life cycle

to have 3 steel cables on each

to seek his guidance and

back in place better and stron-

of the equipment that is pres-

of the 2 tanks to help support

expertise.

ger than before.

ently being repaired by another

the walls from the never ending

drawings had to be carefully

vendor. Mechanically, it offers

level changes which constantly

obtained due to the tension

a variety of work in the form of

put different pressures on all

requirements this .875 diam-

rolls, bearings, housings and

Dimensions

and

the

Horner

adjusting screws.

Servo: Did You Know?

The rolls themselves have a
chrome plated finish. Once the

by: Dennis Gaddis

product wears through the thin

The Horner Servo Department

chrome, the roll base metal

continues to grow as they

is quickly degraded to the

acquire new customers with the

point of being unusable. Our

push from the Ohio area with:

Coatings Division is research-

Whemco and GE Aviation join-

ing this application and they

ing the ranks of satisfied cus-

believe they have a solution to

tomers.

address this issue. The suc-

Here in Indianapolis

we are currently working on

know about us is that we do

Repair services.

cess of this project, could have

Eli Lilly’s Servos as well. They

all the Dyno Testing, Spindle

Calibration is a large part of the

a huge impact on work from

may not be new customers to

Repair and Building of Custom

business being done at the 940

this customer, and many oth-

Horner but they’re new cus-

Cables. These are a few things

building as we are responsible

ers who use the same type of

tomers for the Horner Servo

that we do that some people

for all the calibration for Horner

equipment.

Department.

may not know we do along with

Industrial company wide.

A couple things you may not

our Calibration and Servo
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Springfield Field
Service: The New
ABB ACS-880 AC
Drive

Horner Stands
Out In Terre
Haute

by: Mike Harper

by: Travis Brown
The Terre Haute Division of
Horner has a long standing
relationship with a large
manufacturing facility in
our region. Our ability to
react quickly while providing a high level of quality
has positioned Horner as
the preferred motor repair
provider and replacement
motor supplier for this facility. We were contacted following a recent failure of a
critical 600hp DC motor.

Jim Delawder and Dan Sneary

the customer on the installa-

of ABB engineer, Paul Casper.

have just completed an ABB

tion, programming, and the

The moral of the story is to

training class on the new ACS-

certified startup of the ACS 880

never underestimate the value

880 AC drive. Then one week

they had recently purchased.

of OEM training classes to

later, we received an oppor-

Jim and Dan worked for three

keep our techs up to date on

tunity to install and startup an

days on the installation includ-

the latest products.

ABB 880 drive at Andritz Co.

ing building a base for the drive

in Springfield OH. Jim and Karl

to be floor mounted. Horner

Hoppe discussed the job with

Springfield did the program-

the customer then Karl quoted

ming and startup, with the help

Complete Machine Line Rebuild

by : Mike Harper

Upon initial evaluation and
inspection it was deter-

Over the years, we’ve seen

mined that the motor failed

changes in the types of cus-

due to extreme high heat

tomer jobs that have come in

from a failure of the cool-

our door. In past years, the

ing blower and a complete

maintenance staff of a com-

rebuild would be required.

pany would typically remove

The Terre haute team

a faulty component, such as

quickly began the repair

a motor or gearbox, and send

work and worked together

just that component in to be

As a result of these forces

boxes, and a large un-coiler

with the Washington Street

rebuilt. Their maintenance staff

at work in the marketplace,

mandrel, that’s shown in the

Repair shop and Horner

would remove and install the

we are now seeing complete

photos.

Machining Services to facili-

component and sometimes,

machine lines come into our

This type of work is time and

tate a quick turnaround to

they would even do their own

shop for total rebuild. Johnson

material with an estimated long

put a replacement unit back

pickup and delivery. In recent

Welding Products is one of the

lead time of 6 – 9 months, so it

in our warehouse. Total

years, most of our industrial

customers that purchased the

is great fill-in type work for our

time for repair was right

customers have trimmed their

used equipment that’s pictured

shop between rush jobs. We

at 30 days and just under

maintenance and engineering

and sent the entire steel coil

successfully rebuilt a similar

$85k. Thanks to the efforts

staff headcounts considerably.

processing line to our shop

line for this customer last year

of all those involved, the

In an effort to maintain their

for rebuild. The components

so we may be seeing a trend

Horner Team stands out,

market share in a competitive

mounted on several bases

developing.

not as a vendor, but as a

global economy.

included DC motors, gear

true partner.
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I Think, Therefore I Am

(Rene Descartes)

by: Walt Boat

Before you think this article is about Philosophy and

season is in full swing and a comment came to mind

you skip over it, please give me a moment of your time.

once allegedly made by Andrew Luck of our beloved

As the excitement of our expansion and open house

Indianapolis Colts. It was said that Andrew Luck had

diminished, we had to get back to the business of

leaned over to Coach Pagano, (on the sideline), and

motors. Walking the expanded shop, I ponder (thought

said “I sure would like to meet that Horner salesman

about) the scene laid before me. Large motors had

,(Denny Hall), who approached the Citizen Energy

taken the place of what once were open house booths.

steam plant to remove that 350HP motor. They have

A concrete floor and wall was now a test stand able to

to inspect, clean, and assemble, and test that motor.

test large motors servicing many industries.

You know, the one that was mounted to the steam
turbine pump that supplies the water that make the

Those industries focused my attention – there was

steam that is now keeping Lucas Oil stadium warm?”

that 1500HP motor for automobile industry (Subaru),

Then Andrew said, “right now, I am feeling a 500 yard

or that 2875HP motor for Enbridge Pipeline, which

game coming on because of the warmth of this sta-

supplies fuel to the Auto industry. Of course, I would

dium.” Maybe you will never get to see Andrew Luck

be a poor Hoosier if I did not mention a 300HP motor

play that 500 yard game, but you can see the men who

for Tate and Lyle that processes Indiana’s largest crop

cleaned that motor (valued Horner employee Dustin

(Corn) into food. If you think there could be a better use

Pino), or the person who ordered the parts, (Karen

of agriculture than food, maybe you would have been

Parlett), in order to repair that motor (maybe done by

interested in the 700HP motor repaired for Makers

Kris Musgrove or Rusty Trimble) or who tested that

Mark Whiskey (interestingly this was the first job that

motor (Dan East). Who knows, maybe if Andrew Luck’s

all the mechanics approached me and offered to do a

autograph is not available, you can get an autograph

field install if needed – that was weird).

from one of these folks.

As my walk took me back to the end of the building and
then outside, the weather reminded me that football
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80” Diameter
Mine Exhaust Fan
Rebuild by: Terry Thorne

Farm Science
Tradeshow
Continued.....
This is a major energy savings but
also eliminates water hammering
on the lines from a pump beingcontrolled with a on/off pressure
switch.
At the Harold’s Equipment booth
the Horner XL7E was programmed
and demostrated how it can monitor temperature and humidity to
achieve a live stock index number
and control cooling fans for optimal
livestock comfort. When the heat
index moved above the set point it
would signal a Toshiba AS1 drive
to control the fans. This controller gives the farmer more time
and less worry because they dont
have to stop and start the fans
and keeping the cows comfortable increases milk production.
Additional Energy savings can be
improved with the addition of 3
phase motors on the fans.
Horner Lighting showcased
two main products: the Linear
Phospher for inside and the
Enterprise and A Series for outside
fixtures. Horner Lighting provides
huge energy savings, less mainte-

Chris Probus (Louisville Sales

Horner Thermal and Industrial

to other quarries in our geo-

Rep) received his first official

Coatings

Horner

graphical area as their mainte-

order by working with a com-

Repair Center at Washington

nance supervisors were pres-

pany that acts as a construc-

Street to get the job done. He

ent on site when the unit was

tion and maintenance arm

also handled all of the logistics

delivered and installed as our

for mines and quarries. The

of getting the product from and

customer called them up and

challenge was to completely

back to the site, (thanks to Bill

asked them to come over and

rebuild an 80” diameter mine

Honeycutt).

help reinstall the unit.

exhaust fan.

The customer originally just

We now have a very solid

The company would normally

wanted Horner to fix the unit

relationship with our original

have sent the fan back to the

and get it back to them but

customer who is sharing his

original equipment manufac-

Chris convinced the custom-

experience with Horner with

turer to have the unit recon-

er that the unit really should

all of his customers. The end

ditioned.

this

be given a protective coating

result being that we have

case, the manufacturer was in

to withstand the environment

just received another order

Colorado and the turnaround

where it is installed. The cus-

from them to put together a

time would have far exceeded

tomer agreed with Chris and

very large intricate assem-

the allowable time this contrac-

decided to have the unit pow-

bly that is being supplied to

tor had to turn the unit around.

der coated. The end result is

a Government subcontractor.

The internal parts of the

that the unit looks like a nearly

They are also making plans

fan were destroyed, the fan

new unit which the customer

to come to Indianapolis to tour

blades themselves were bro-

said ran smoother and qui-

facilities to see what else we

ken, and the housing was in

eter than it did when it was

might be able to do for them.

pretty tough shape. Chris was

originally delivered from the

Congratulations Chris!

able to coordinate the work

manufacturer.

between Horner Fan and Fab,

This job also exposed Horner

However

in

and

the

nance and better light. Most barns
are unheated and when they turn
on their current florescent fixtures
during cold months they never get
full light output. LED technology
offers more productivity.
These displays helped prompt
questions and we were able to discuss possible solutions to existing
problems.
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Did You Know Gus
Bezy Is A Painter?
Gus Bezy, Louisville Products
Sales has a great talent that
many of you are probably not

Pushing The Limits, Thinking Outside the Box

aware of. He is an excellent
painter! When asked about his

by: Matt Phelps
Late

September

talent and how he got started

brought

torch cut to size the largest

time tested, experienced weld-

he repsonded: “I’ve always

slowdowns for many loca-

plates, cut and roll rebar, and

er fitters as sparks fly on the

been interested in visual art

tions, at Horner and across

tool our facility in order to

other side of the plate. Laser

since I was young, the way

the fabricating spectrum in the

meet or exceed this short time

cut components and fixtures to

colors, tones, and textures

Indianapolis area. Horner Fan

requirement. This fully com-

speed up the process designed

could change your whole mood

had been cleaning and paint-

pleted weldment will weigh a

for one time use. It is jobs

and atmosphere. So I do art in

ing machinery when an oppor-

hefty 18 tons and will nearly

like this that hone an already

many mediums, from sculpting,

tunity presented itself from our

meet our capacity for lifting

sharp team! It’s projects like

drawing, and painting to tattoo-

Louisville facility, spearheaded

but not our capacity to work

this that show the capabilities

ing. I’ll normally go in phases,

by Chris Probus. Horner Fan

on truly interesting projects.

of the individuals when given

but recently I’ve been doing

had been invited to be part of

This being one of the larger

the opportunity be a part of

more painting and tattooing in

a great opportunity working on

single weldments we at Horner

a team, a part of something

my free time with my wife. We

a project for the United States

Fan have done (weight wise).

grand and lasting.

enjoy doing everything from

army. This was a quick turn,

It has provided many learning

It is a good feeling to be a part

landscape and nature to sci-fi

large parts job, consisting of

opportunities to apply moving

of a project of this magnitude,

and fantasy. We’ve even had

2” thick plate rolled to a 72”

forward. Larger format welding

even though this was a “1/4”

an art show at our favorite, local

diameter, with 10’ x 10’ cover

wire, larger work horses, safe-

size mock up for the end user.

restaurant and have another

plates, 3” thick machined com-

ty considerations for properly

The teamwork among the dif-

coming up in a couple weeks.”

ponents that required a 2 week

lifting and maneuvering parts

ferent facilities of the Horner

turnaround.

while welders of slightly dif-

Industrial Group is heartwarm-

Our challenge was to receive

ferent disciplined backgrounds

ing and will further the efforts

all the machined components,

lay down bead after bead of

of all involved to greater and

develop a fabricating process,

weld. Layout lines applied by

more abundant opportunities.
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Our New Faces
Joshua Work
Mechanical Engineer Fan
and Fabrication

Paul Terry
Stock Assistant Springfield

Nicholas Cain
Customer Service Springfield

Honoring Our
Veterans

Jeremy Brookmyer
Field Service Springfield

Jeffrey McQueen
Washington Street Shop

Timothy Powers
Mechanic/Welder Springfield

Bob Hoppe’s neighbor Bill
was raised on a farm in South

Alexandre Villwock
Manager Global Customer
Service APG

Garry Garrett
Machinst Springfield

Dakota and was drafted into
W.W.II and served 7 months
before he was discharged
when his father passed away.
The government felt it was
important to the war effort to
keep the farms producing food

EMDS Provides Backup Support to Large Horner
Customer by Nelson Baxter

for the troops.

EMDS provides world class

motor or a pump fails, it might

in house program to perform

However, due to the fact that

diagnostic services to com-

result in an entire production

this same type of service, lost

he did not serve 12 months in

panies that primarily consists

line coming down or a power

their key person to an illness.

W.W.II he was drafted into the

of monitoring the mechani-

generating station to come off

In order to keep their program

Korean War. He served on the

cal health of their rotating

line.

operational,

front lines for nine months. Bill

machines.

This testing is

quential down time could in

asked EMDS to help them by

was given 4 points per month

performed on fans, motors,

some instances be $100,000 to

diagnosing the data collected

for serving on the front lines.

pumps, turbines, gearboxes,

$500,000/day.

by their personnel. That data is

They had a point system then,

cooling

conveyors,

The importance of detecting

now being transferred by Email

when you accumulated 36

extruders, steel mill rolling

simple problems early, before

to an EMDS analyst who ana-

points you were sent out of the

machines, paper machines

they develop into more severe

lyzes the data and provides the

war zone.

and cranes.

situations, is very important.

customer reports which contain

Bob and Bill recently flew out

of the testing is to provide a

Detecting

before

a prioritized list of machines

to Washington DC on a honor

warning of impending failures.

they fail is the essence of

that need to be repaired. This

flight. They toured the W.W.II,

This allows the customer to

what EMDS does on a daily

service is another example of

Korean, Vietnam, and Air Force

plan maintenance and there-

basis.

This service is pro-

the broad base of services that

memorials.

by avoid costly consequential

vided to manufacturers, food

Horner Industrial Services sup-

They returned to Fort Wayne to

damages and downtime.

processers, steel mills, elec-

plies to its customers.

a welcoming crowd of several

A bearing might only cost $500,

tric power production facili-

thousand family members and

but if it fails, it might result in

ties, sewage treatment plants

patriots.

$5,000 worth of damage to

and water pump houses. Like

Bob said after his return, “I

the rotor or up to $10,000 in

doctors going to their patients,

felt that it was an honor and a

repairs to the stator. The extra

thousands of machines are

privilege to take Bill and I will

damage is called consequen-

monitored each month at these

always remember this special

tial damage. An even greater

facilities by EMDS personnel.

day.” Remember to honor the

cost of an unexpected failure

Recently one of Horner’s large

veterans who have served and

is downtime. For instance, if a

customers, who have their own

pay it forward.

towers,

The purpose

The cost of the conse-

problems

that

company
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Horner Lighting Always Coming Up With Bright Ideas
Always innovative, ever-challenging industry norms, our

many products available from big name groups such as GE

group at Horner Lighting is full of bright ideas. We are

and Cree.

launching several new products very soon, and have not

Another product group about to officially launch are our Flat

seen this much excitement since the creation of our new

Panel Troffers. These 2x4, 2x2, and 1x4 drop-in lights were

website earlier this year. We’re not the only ones excited,

the talk of the town at a few previous events. Soon to be

however; customers cannot wait to get their hands and certi-

DLC-certified, our Flat Panel Troffers are perfect for offices,

fications on our new products.

retail, and other general lighting purposes. See them in

You can’t rush perfection, and that’s what we’ve been cre-

action over in the conference room at APG.

ating with our white LED Linear high/low bay light fixtures.

We’re a team of critical thinkers, experimenters, and do-ers:

From high up in a warehouse, to on-the-spot specific mount-

we’re always working on something bright and exciting.

ings for inspection lighting, these fixtures are quickly growing

These three products are sure to increase not only our offer-

in popularity. We’ve been working on these for quite some

ing, but also our perception in the eyes of the market. From

time, but our testing and certifications are now all in-line

remote phosphor to the most innovative technologies in the

and ready to go. We are now officially DLC-certified! DLC

realm of white LEDs, our team at Horner Lighting is continu-

certification attests that our products meet or exceed prede-

ing to push the limits, and brighten the future.

termined quality and safety standards. To most contractors,
engineers, and customers, that is a big deal!
Phil Horner along with our Horner regional sales manager Paul Abbenhaus, attended the National Electrical
Contractor’s Association trade show with a few special
fixtures up their sleeves – one of them, the show-stopping, soon to be DLC-certified powerhouses known as the
Enterprise Series. The Enterprise Series roadway lights
are just as aesthetically appealing as they are illuminating.
With an almost spaceship-like appearance (thus the name
Enterprise), these fixtures are strong contenders against
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Flood Control
System by: Ralph Coonce
What Our Customers
are Saying Via Our
Customer Satisfaction
Survey
“Worked with Sandra Pruitt for

How

knew

create a water tight barrier,

and you fill them up with water

an emergency replacement and

that Alan Horner used to be

protecting the plant from the

to create the equivalent of a

kept working till she found what

involved with swimming pools?

flood water.

sand bag wall. You just lay the

we needed”

The name of the company was

The contract called for the gate

bag out, fill it with water and

“Tony Lawless took such good

Imperial Pools. If you ever talk

to be tested, so we had to build

your back does not get injured!

care of our company, he was

to Randy Jones, you will hear

a pool to confirm that the gate

We used them to form the walls

very responsive to our needs. I

him reference the company as

would float. The first thought

of a pool, lined it with plastic,

wish all transactions developed

“The Empire”.

Well, where I

was to use sand bags, but we

and we were able to float the

in this same manner”

am going with this is Alan is

are not as young as we used

gate! The customer was very

“All of the following have gone

building pools again, this time,

to be, and our backs are a lot

pleased, it all had to be set up,

above and beyond the great-

we will call it Empire Pools!

older than they used to be! So

tested and be cleaned up over

est expectation thanks to Alan

We are doing maintenance and

the idea of moving 500, 50 lb

a weekend. The best part is

Horner, Mike Croft, Randy

testing on a flood control sys-

sand bags did not seem very

that we were able to meet all of

Jones, and Patty Harris.”

tem at Cummins in Columbus

appealing!

our customer’s expectations.

“Thanks for doing such a pro-

Indiana. One aspect of that

Jack Linville found some water

(For anyone that is so inclined,

fessional job Marc Dardeen and

control system is a “gate.” The

bags that are used as a sub-

the water bags are also pro-

Mark Fike”

gate is buoyant and will raise

stitute for sand bags. They are

moted to “preppers” for water

“Gus and Judy are extraordi-

as the water level raises to

made of a heavy vinyl material,

storage).

many

of

you

nary with customer service from
the Louisville lcoation” Thanks
for always reponding quickly

Why Do Accidents Happen?

and understanding our needs”

The term “accident” implies that

in starting a task or not thinking

to me” is an attitude that can

“Thanks Rich, you’re great to

it is an unexpected, undesired

through a process can put you

lead to mistakes!

work with”

and unplanned event.

About

in danger and cause delays

Ignoring Safety Procedures:

Thanks Matt Phelps, the quality

90% of accidents are caused

and complications. Plan your

purposely failing to observe

and craftsmanship of your work

by human error. There may

work and then Work your plan!

safety procedures will endan-

leaves a lasting impression on

be tools or other equipment

Shortcuts: we make decisions

ger not only you but others

our clients”

involved, but if you trace back

everyday that we hope will

around you.

“Wayne Ecker always does a

what occurred, you will typi-

make our job faster and more

Accidents on the job don’t just

great job trouble shooting our

cally find an error that was inti-

efficient.

But do timesavers

happen”, they are caused by

machines”

ated by a human.

Consider

ever risk your own, or other’s

the actions or inactions of one

“The guys at Ft Wayne really

these

accident

safety?

or more people.

took care of us thanks to Bob,

causes. Have you ever been

Over-Confident: while confi-

safe behavior is your great-

Troy and Brian”

guilty of any of these attitudes

dence is a good thing, over-

est safeguard. Remember that

or behaviors?

confidence is too much of a

when you’re tempted to take a

Lack of Planning: being hasty

good thing! “It’ll never happen

shortcut or break a safety rule. 10

underlying

by:Amy Fletcher

Your own

Listening To The
Customer
by: Craig Hallett

A man, while riding a city bus

Horner Night At
Haunt Out Hunger

,saw a big truck carrying a load
of bricks from his bus window. At
that moment the truck hit a bump

where the dog was waiting with

industrial product like Motors,

in the road a brick fell off the back

something in its mouth. What was

Drives, Blowers, Controls, Starters,

of the truck and hit the pavement.

in its mouth?

SoftStarts, Gearboxes etc. One

Soon after a woman, her small son

The dog had the brick. You’d be

thing that has us moving in the

and their small dog got on the bus

surprised how much you can

right direction are resident experts.

and sat down near the man. The

learn by listening. Most of us want

Here’s our Resident Expert List

man lit a cigar and blew smoke in

to think the dog had the cigar

-Sandy

the shared air. The woman asked

because that is the last thing we

Proficient

the man to extinguish the cigar

heard before he got thrown out

-Jeff Wilson ABB Drive Specialist

at once. The man continued to

the window. Our inside sales team

-Kerry Fork TECO Westinghouse

stare out the window and ignored

has to listen very carefully to our

Accomplished

her. The woman then stood up,

customers about their needs. More

-Tony Lawess Single Phase Skilled

reached over the seat, took the

often than not we have to weed-

-Dave Whited Industrial Product

cigar from the man and threw it

out the needless information and

Authority

out the window. The man angrily

draw-out relevant information. This

-Terri Beasley

got up, took her dog and threw

takes years of experience in lis-

Expert

It out the window. The woman

tening, researching, training and

-Gale Heliger Industrial Product

exclaimed “you threw my dog out

trial-by-fire. After we spend some

Consultant

the window!” The man countered

time listening to a customer, we’ll

-Katie Chamberlain Horner Product

“well….you threw my cigar out the

pretty much sell anything that we

Line Card Motor Professional

window.” Both parties re-gained

feel safe in selling. Consequently,

-Gus Bezy Toshiba Motor and

self-control by the next bus stop

it’s difficult to be an expert on every

Drive Specialist

Brain Teaser

Pruitt

PennBarry

by Linda Sutton
The Sutton family has built a
haunted trail that contains 15
different scary themes rated
G-PG. Volunteers from the
high school along with family

Fan

members run the operation that
brings in around 2000 people
per year. Last year Hunger INC
received over 4000lbs of food
donated from the Haunt. I would
like to thank each and every one
who came out to support us on
Horner night at the Haunt; we

Industrial Product

hope you enjoyed it as much as
we enjoyed your visit with us.
We collected 252 cans of food
from Horner Night. Our family
has collected food for Hunger
INC. for over 30 years, and hope
to continue for many more! We
have so much that we often
forget to look out and see those

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

What starts with the letter
“t”, is filled with “t” and
ends in “t”?

that have nothing. Come out and
see us next year!

Answer to last quarters: Johnny’s
Mother had three children. The first child
was named April, the second child names
May. What was the third child’s name?
A: Johnny

Three days to give me your answer, right
answers will go into a drawing for a final

Last quarters winners:

winner. There will be 3 additional prizes

$50 Giftcard: Charlie Mings, Louisville

for 2nd-4th place.

$25 Giftcard: Don Morris, Transformer

317-639-4261 (240)

Horner Shirt: Bryan Hansel, Ft. Wayne

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Horner Giftbag: James Putnam, Thermal
Spray and Industrial Coatings
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Our Unique Employees

Alan Horner and
Grandson Hayden taking
a ride around

Collin Mann’s (Field Service
Indy) Daughters wearing
Daddy’s hardhat

Gale Heiliger (Terre Haute)
w/ wife Debbie, Grandsons
Wesley, Preston, Nolin,
Emmett, & Jaxon

Kevin Hoyt’s
Tom Berkopes
Dan Sneary’s
(APG) son
celebrating his bday (Springfield)
Malcolm Louis w/ granddaughter
daughter
Josie
Gracie

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 06

What Is A Goal?

Bill Roe (APG) w/
California Chrome Race
Horse

Linda Sutton and Ron
McCloud during National
Clown Week (Indy)

Todd Cochran
(sales) and
Daughter Hanna

Mike Harper’s
(Springfield) Grandson Jude ready
to drive the gator

Jeff Mullins (Machining Services)
and Valeri married Oct 20th!

FALL 2015

by: Jacqueline Keen

They come in many different ways, styles and

turned to Advanced Solutions which is a local

Solutions’ Indianapolis office (an ATC). Took the

make all the difference in each of our lives. It may

Autodesk Platinum Partner. Advanced Solutions

be that big vacation that you have always wanted

offers Autodesk training classes and free soft-

to take your loved one on, or that big buck we

ware webinars, and the correct study materials.

are after each fall, obtaining your GED, a college

He also found You Tube was an awesome tool

degree, paying off that loan, or getting and win-

as well.

ning that new client after months of hard work!

When you earn Autodesk certifications, you get

Everyone has goals and once you obtain the

some great stuff. You get an industry-recog-

goal that you are after, it is such an AWESOME

nized qualification that proves that you know the

FEELING!!! You want to tell people because you

Autodesk product, and you can use the Autodesk

exam and passed with flying colors. It was a

feel like “Wow!!! I Finally did it!!” You are on top of

Certified logo on your correspondence and busi-

good day... The first person that he shared the

the world. Then after you reach and achieve that

ness cards. Now when Joe sends e-mails to a

news with was his wife Jeannie and then it was

goal you establish new goals.

client for a quote his Autodesk Inventor Logo is

Marc Dardeen and Matt Phelps. “My wife has

Well, Joe Vincent, (Fan and Fabrication), made a

attached to his e-mail signature along with the

always been my number one cheering section”

goal a little over a year ago to become Autodesk

HORNER name.

Joe says.

Inventor Certified. Certification is great for bench-

The basic testing requirement is an Essentials/

As a result of his certification Joe received

marking… you either pass or fail the exam.

Fundamentals course on the appropriate CAD

an email early this week from the Ivy Tech

If you fail the exam like he did back in 2013,

product, plus 400 hours of live experience on

Community College’s Technology Department.

you just study very hard and retake it. It is not

that product. Once you meet those requirements,

They’re having a staffing shortage and asked if

a free exam so it was in Joe’s best interest to

you can apply to your local Autodesk Certification

he would be willing to teach a CAD class two

hit the books and study real hard and be better

Center (ACC), which in most cases tends to be

nights a week for the last eight weeks of this

prepared for the next time. So, he bought sev-

your local Autodesk Authorized Training Center

semester. See where starting out with a Goal

eral different Autodesk approved training books

(ATC).

can take you!

and there are a lot of them out there. He also

On October 2, 2015 Joe went into the advanced
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